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Abstract
We consider the problem of estimating the
transition probability kernel to be used by
a model-based reinforcement learning (RL)
algorithm. We argue that estimating a generative model that minimizes a probabilistic
loss, such as the log-loss, is an overkill because
it does not take into account the underlying
structure of decision problem and the RL algorithm that intends to solve it. We introduce
a loss function that takes the structure of the
value function into account. We provide a
finite-sample upper bound for the loss function showing the dependence of the error on
model approximation error, number of samples, and the complexity of the model space.
We also empirically compare the method with
the maximum likelihood estimator on a simple
problem.
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of this work, we only focus on learning P ∗ .1
There are several general approaches to estimate P ∗
such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) estimation, the Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) estimation, and Bayesian posterior
inference. We argue that these conventional approaches
to find a generative model might be an overkill, thus
may not be required.
For example, consider the ML estimate, which is the
minimizer of the empirical negative-log loss, which in
turn is an empirical approximation to the KL divergence
P
P1 (x) 2
KL(P1 ||P2 ) = x∈X P1 (x) log P
. Minimizing the
2 (x)
KL divergence is generally seen as a desirable goal for
learning a probabilistic model because KL(P1 ||P2 ) = 0
if and only if P1 and P2 are the same almost surely.
∗
Given dataset Dn = {Xi }ni=1 with XP
i ∼ P , we define
n
1
the empirical measure Pn (·) = n i=1 δXi (·). The
MLE within a probability model space M is
P̂ ← argmin KL(Pn ||P ) ≡ argmax
P ∈M

1

INTRODUCTION

The standard approach to model-based reinforcement
learning (RL) [Sutton and Barto, 1998; Szepesvári,
2010] is to use data Dn = {(Xi , Ai , Ri , Xi0 )}ni=1 to estimate the transition probability kernel P ∗ by P̂ and the
expected reward function r by r̂. The learned model
is then used to generate new samples, see e.g., [Sutton et al., 2008; Farahmand et al., 2009; Hester and
Stone, 2013; Deisenroth et al., 2013, 2015]. A standard RL/Planning algorithm can use these samples to
find a close to optimal policy, possibly by first finding
an approximation to the optimal (action-)value function. Estimating P ∗ by P̂ is the problem of conditional
probability (density/distribution) estimation and the
estimating r by r̂ is a regression problem. In the rest
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P ∈M

1 X
log P (Xi ).
n
Xi ∈Dn

(1)
In the context of model-based RL, learning P̂ that minimizes a negative-log loss or other “probabilistic” losses
leads to an estimate that tries to model all aspects of
the environment. This might be beyond the requirement of solving the RL problem effectively. It might
be the case that some aspects of the environment are
irrelevant to find a good or optimal policy. For example, consider a visually-enabled robot that is supposed
to learn how to navigate in a building. If we consider
the camera image as a part of the state of the robot,
trying to learn a transition probability kernel means
that we have to learn how the camera image changes
when the robot takes certain actions. This is a very
1
An extended abstract version of this paper has been
presented at European Workshop on Reinforcement Learning [Farahmand et al., 2016].
2
We use P , P̂ , etc. to denote an unconditional probability distribution over X , and we use P, P̂, etc. to denote a
conditional transition probability kernel.
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high-dimensional state space and trying to learn such
a conditional distribution with high enough accuracy,
in the log-loss sense, is quite difficult. Nonetheless,
modeling the probability distribution at that level of
accuracy is not required to learn a policy that can
navigate the robot in the building just fine. The only
aspect of the model that is really required is a crude
model that describes the building’s topology as well as
distances between rooms, and maybe the location of
the objects. The robot does not really need to know the
detail of paintings on the walls, the texture of objects,
and many other visual detail of the building. On the
other hand, if the goal is to have an interior decorator
robot that suggests how to redecorate the building to
make it visually appealing, all those visual information
is required.
The difference between the navigator robot and the
decorator one is not in the transition model of their
environment, but is in the decision problem that they
have to solve. The difference in the decision problem
is reflected in the difference in the reward functions
and as a result in the value functions. It is desirable to
have a model learning formalism that takes the decision
problem, or at least some aspects of it, into account.
Furthermore, the implicit assumption that model approximation error can be made zero, that is, P ∗ belongs
to M used for estimation, may not be correct for many
estimators. When we have the model approximation
error, the model learning method must make a compromise in the choice of the estimate: None of the models
in M would be the same as P ∗ (e.g., in the almost sure
sense), so the estimation method has to choose a model
with a minimum error with respect to (w.r.t.) some
loss function. The choice of the loss function becomes
important then. A loss function that is designed for a
particular decision problem in hand provides a better
approximation, for the task of solving the very same
decision problem, than a probabilistic one that does
not take the decision problem into account.
These arguments suggest that generic distribution estimation approaches such as MLE, which minimizes
the KL-divergence w.r.t. the empirical distribution,
might not be the best candidate for learning a model
to be used within a model-based RL framework. Can
we design a better “decision-aware” loss function that
takes the decision problem into account?
This paper is a step towards incorporating some aspects of the underlying decision problem into model
learning. We go beyond the “vanilla” model learning,
and define a new loss function that incorporate the
structure of the value function to learn the transition
model (Section 2). We call the approach based on this
loss function Value-Aware Model Learning (VAML).

Algorithm 1 Generic Model-based Reinforcement
Learning Algorithm
// MDP (X , A, R∗ , P ∗ , γ)
// K: Number of interaction episodes
// M: Space of transition probability kernels
// G: Space of reward functions
Initialize a policy π0
for k = 0 to K − 1 do
(k)
Generate training set Dn = {(Xi , Ai , Ri , Xi0 )}n
i=1 by
interacting with the true environment (potentially using πk ), i.e., (Xi , Ai ) ∼ νk with Xi0 ∼ P ∗ (·|Xi , Ai ) and
Ri ∼ R∗ (·|Xi , Ai ).
(i)
P̂ ← argminP∈M LossP (P; ∪ki=0 Dn ) {e.g., by the gradient descent specified in Theorem 1 for VAML or (12)
for MLE}
(i)
r̂ ← argminr∈G LossR (r; ∪ki=0 Dn )
πk+1 ← Planner(P̂, R̂) {e.g., Fitted Q-Iteration}
end for
return πK

We also provide a finite-sample upper bound guarantee
for VAML in Section 3 showing the effect of the model
approximation error, number of training samples, and
the complexity of the model space. This guarantees
the soundness of the algorithm. We empirically study
the model learned by VAML/MLE within a complete
model-based RL framework in a simple finite MDP
problem. In the supplementary material, which is the
extended version of this paper, we provide the proofs
of all results. Moreover, we analyze the model approximation properties of VAML vs. MLE through a series
of simple, but illuminating, examples. We also provide
additional empirical results studying various aspects
of VAML vs. MLE. The general conclusion of these
results is that VAML is superior to MLE whenever
we have a model approximation error, i.e., the true
transition model does not belong to the class of models
in which our estimator is selected.

2

VALUE-AWARE MODEL
LEARNING

Algorithm 1 describes a generic model-based RL agent.
It interacts with the environment, which is specified by an unknown Markov Decision Process (MDP)
(X , A, R∗ , P ∗ , γ), to collect data Dn . Here X is the
state space, A is the action space, R∗ is the reward
distribution, and P ∗ is the transition probability kernel,
and 0 ≤ γ < 1 is the discount factor [Szepesvári, 2010].
The data is used to learn an estimate P̂ of the true
transition probability P ∗ of the environment and an
estimate r̂ of the expected reward. The model learning
step is usually done using an MLE, e.g., counting the
number of transitions from state-action pair (x, a) to
another state x0 in a finite state-action MDP is such
an estimate. The learned model is then used by a plan-
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ning algorithm Planner to find a policy, with the goal
of finding a close to optimal policy. The new policy
might be used to generate more data and improve the
model.
There are many variations to each step of this generic algorithm such as how to collect new data points (cf. [Hester and Stone, 2013]) or what Planner should we use
from all possible value-based, policy search, etc. algorithms. Moreover, the interaction with the environment
might be in a one-shot batch setting (K = 1) or in a
continual online setting, and the spectrum in between.
The main thesis of this work is that estimating the
model should be influenced by the way Planner is going
to use it. So we focus on estimating the transition
probability and we study how we should define a loss
function LossP . We ignore all other important issues
regarding designing a model-based RL algorithm for the
moment in the rest of this work, except in the section
on empirical studies (Section 4) where we choose a
particular algorithm as Planner.
Let Planner be an algorithm that receives a model P̂
and returns a policy π ← Planner(P̂). We assume that
the reward function is already known to Planner, so
we do not explicitly pass it as an argument. For a
user-defined initial probability distribution ρ ∈ M̄(X ),
with M̄(X ) being the space of probability distributions
on X , we evaluate the performance of π by
Z
J(π) = dρ(x)V π (x).
(2)
The goal of a successful model learner can then
be defined as follows: Given a dataset Dn =
{(Xi , Ai , Xi0 )}ni=1 with Zi = (Xi , Ai ) ∼ ν(X × A) ∈
M̄(X × A), potentially different from ρ, and Xi0 ∼
P ∗ (·|Xi , Ai ), find P̂ such that J(π) for π ← Planner(P̂)
is as large as possible. This is a very generic goal.
To make it more concrete, we have to make a few
choices. First suppose that Planner uses the Bellman
optimality operator defined based on P̂ to find a Q̂∗ ,
that is T̂ ∗ : Q 7→ r + γ P̂ maxa Q, and then outputs
π = π̂(·; Q̂∗ ), the greedy policy w.r.t. Q̂∗ defined as
π̂(x; Q) = argmaxa∈A Q(x, a). The use of the Bellman [optimality] operator is central to value-based
approaches such as the class of (Approximate) Value
Iteration or (Approximate) Policy Iteration algorithms.
This is still too general, so we focus on the more specified goal of finding a P̂ such that the difference between
T ∗ Q and T̂ ∗ Q is not large. We may express this goal
by defining the following cost (loss):
D
E
c(P̂, P ∗ ; V )(x, a) = P ∗ (·|x, a) − P̂(·|x, a) , V
=
Z h
i
P ∗ (dx0 |x, a) − P̂(dx0 |x, a) V (x0 ) ,
(3)

in which we substituted maxa Q(·, a) with V to simplify
the presentation. In the rest of the paper, we may
sometimes use Pz (·) with z = (x, a) ∈ Z = X × A
to referR to the probability distribution P(·|x, a), so
Pz V = P(dy|x, a)V (dy).
It might be argued that since
D
E
P ∗ (·|x, a) − P̂(·|x, a) , V
≤
P ∗ (·|x, a) − P̂(·|x, a)
1

kV k∞ ,

(4)

it is enough to learn P̂ such that the `1 -norm of its
difference with the true P ∗ is small. This can be
achieved by minimizing the KL divergence because
Pinsker’s inequality shows that for two probability
distributions P1 and P2 , we have
p
kP1 − P2 k1 ≤ 2KL(P1 ||P2 ).
(5)
These two upper bounds together justify the use of
MLE since MLE is the minimizer of the empirical approximation of the KL divergence, as shown in Section 1.
This is the argument, sometimes implicit, behind most
model-based RL algorithms that use a log-loss or a
similar “probabilistic” loss to estimate the model.
Finding a minimizer for the KL divergence, Hellinger
distance, `1 loss, or other losses that depend only on the
probabilities, however, ignores the underlying decision
problem, which is specified through the reward/value
function. As an extreme example, suppose that r(x) =
c for all x ∈ X , so V π is constant for all policies, and the
optimal policy would not have any preference over any
of the actions. So even if X is a very large space (e.g.,
a subset of Rd with a large d), and however complex
P ∗ is (e.g., the dynamics is not very regular), learning
a P̂ sufficient to find the optimal policy is indeed very
easy: Any transition probability distribution suffices to
find the optimal policy. In contrast, kP̂ − P ∗ k1 goes to
zero at a convergence rate that depends on dimension
d and regularities of P ∗ , and can be very slow, e.g.,
O(n−1/2d ). An estimator for P ∗ that ignores this extra
information requires more samples in order to provide
a guarantee that the error in the model-based planning
is small.3
Moreover, and maybe more importantly, if the true
transition kernel P ∗ does not belong to the model space
M from which we estimate the model P̂, we can only
hope to find the “closest” model within M to P ∗ . The
notion of closeness, however, depends on the distance
measure. A distance measure that explicitly takes into
3

The relationship between the probabilistic loss and the
LHS of (4) is a bit more subtle than what we portrayed
here, but this should be enough for our current discussion.
Refer to the supplementary material for a discussion on
this issue.
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cost.4 Note that even though

account the decision problem and what really matters
for Planner can be superior to the one that does not.

sup [P ∗ (·|x, a) − P̂(·|x, a)]V (·) ≤

Returning to (3), there are three hurdles that should
be addressed. The first is that c(P̂, P ∗ ; V )(x, a) is defined as a pointwise measure of error, but we would
like to learn a model that is valid for the whole stateaction space X × A. The second is that V itself is not
known, so one cannot optimize this cost as is. The
third is that P ∗ , which is the main object of interest,
is not known. Instead we have Dn = {(Xi , Ai , Xi0 )}ni=1
and as a resultP
the empirical conditional distribution
n
Pn (·|x, a) = n1 i=1 δXi0 |Xi ,Ai (·|x, a). Here the conditional Dirac’s delta function is defined as follows: For
a measurable set S, δXi0 |Xi ,Ai (S|x, a) = 1 whenever
(x, a) = (Xi , Ai ) and Xi0 ∈ S, and 0 otherwise.
We can easily address the first concern by defining the
cost functional as the expected squared pointwise cost
w.r.t. a probability distribution ν ∈ M̄(X × A), i.e.,
)=
Z h
2
i
dν(x, a)
P ∗ (dx0 |x, a) − P̂(dx0 |x, a) V (x0 ) .
(6)
The choice of the L2 (ν)-norm of the pointwise cost is
motivated by the relation between the performance
loss J(π ∗ ) − J(π) = kV ∗ − V π k1,ρ and the L2 (ν) of
quantities such as the Bellman error Q − T π Q in API
or the approximation error T ∗ Qk −Qk+1 in AVI [Farahmand et al., 2010]. Somehow looser relationship also
exists between the performance loss and the L1 (ν) error [Munos, 2007], but working with the squared error
is easier in our future derivations. One could use the
supremum norm too, but it would be too conservative.
The choice of ν determines where in the state-action
space we have to emphasize the accuracy of the model,
in the sense of how well it can approximate the effect
of the Bellman operator evaluated at that point. When
the choice of ν is clear from the context, we may simply
write c(P̂, P ∗ ; V ).
To address the second concern, not knowing V , we
may take a robust approach w.r.t. the choice of value
function. We define the cost function to reflect that
our goal is to find a P̂ that is suitable for all V in a
given value function space F. Therefore, we define
c22,ν (P̂, P ∗ )

P̂(·|x, a) − P ∗ (·|x, a)

sup kV k∞ ,

(8)

1 V ∈F

the LHS is often much smaller than the upper bound.
They would only become equal when F is the space of
bounded measurable functions, which is much larger
than the usual function spaces that we often deal with,
e.g., defined based on a finite set of basis or even a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). As the goal
is to minimize the LHS of (8), and because its RHS
can be a loose upper bound for most choices of F,
directly optimizing the LHS can lead to better models
compared to minimizing the `1 loss or the KL distance
(minimized by MLE), which itself is yet another level
of upper bounding according to (5).
The loss function (7) reflects the influence of the value
function on the model-learning objective. If we happen
to know that V has certain regularities, e.g., it belongs
to the Sobolev space Wk (Rd ) or a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space, this loss function lets us focus on learning a model that can discriminate between such value
functions, and not more.

c22,ν (P̂, P ∗ ; V
Z

V ∈F

To address the last concern, one approach is to follow
the usual recipe in machine learning and statistics, the
Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM), by replacing the
true state transition kernel P ∗ with the observed empirical distribution Pn and ν P
∈ M̄(X × A) with the
n
empirical measure νn (·) = n1 i=1 δ(Xi ,Ai ) (·). Theorem 2 shows that under certain standard conditions,
this is indeed a sound procedure. The result would be
the following cost functional:
c22,n (P̂) = c22,νn (P̂, Pn ) =
Z h
i
X
1
sup
Pn (dx0 |Xi , Ai ) − P̂(dx0 |Xi , Ai ) V (x0 )
n
V ∈F
(Xi ,Ai )∈Dn

=

1
n

X
(Xi ,Ai )∈Dn

sup V (Xi0 ) −

Z

2

P̂(dx0 |Xi , Ai )V (x0 ) .

V ∈F

(9)

The output of VAML is
P̂ ← argmin c22,n (P̂).

(10)

P∈M

=

Z
dν(x, a) sup

Z h

∗

0

0

i

2
0

P (dx |x, a) − P̂(dx |x, a) V (x ) .

V ∈F

(7)
To understand this loss better, let us focus on a single state-action pair (x, a) and study the pointwise

To completely specify the algorithm, we have to choose
F and M. We do this in the rest of this section.
4
One might argue that it would be better to have the
supremum over V outside the integral over state-actions.
We study this a bit further in the supplementary material,
but we do not pursue this path much more as it does not
seem to be as computationally appealing as the current
formulation.

2
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2.1

The Gradient of c22,n (P̂)

In this section, we compute the gradient of the cost
function c22,n (P̂) for a particular choice of model space
M and the value function space F. We choose P̂ = P̂w
as an exponential family described by features φ0 :
0
0
X × A × X → Rp and the weight vector w ∈ Rp , i.e.,

exp φ0> (x0 |x, a)w
0
dx0 . (11)
P̂w (dx |x, a) = R
exp (φ0> (x00 |x, a)w) dx00
We consider the case that the value function
belongs
to the function space F = FB =

Vθ (x) = φ> (x)θ : θ ∈ Rp , kθk2 ≤ B with φ : X →
Rp being the feature map. The use of linear value
function approximator is a common practice in the RL
literature.

exponential model, which is
n
h
i
i
1 Xh
EX 0 ∼P̂w (·|Xi ,Ai ) φ0> (X 0 |Xi , Ai ) − φ0> (Xi0 |Xi , Ai ) .
n i=1
(12)

One can interpret this by saying that MLE is trying to
find P̂w such that the expected value of model features
φ0 evaluated at the next-state matches the empirical
values. The matching is based on model features φ0
and not the value features φ. One might see that for
finite MDPs with exact representation of both value
function and the model (i.e., lookup tables for both φ
and φ0 ), the asymptotic solutions of VAML and MLE
are the same, but since their gradients on the way are
not, they approach that point differently.

Working with exponential family can be computationally expensive, no matter whether we use MLE or
Note that in general features φ0 (x0 |x, a) of the probVAML.
To begin with, even sampling from (11) reability model P̂ are different from the features φ(x)
quires
the
computation of the normalizing factor (i.e.,
used to represent the value function. Of course, we
partition
function),
which except in special cases such
may choose them to be related, for example by defining
as
for
Gaussian
distributions,
does not have a closedφ0 (x|x, a) = h(x, a)φ(x0 ) for some function h(x, a).
form solution. The second issue is that to compute the
We use the following key relationship in our derivations,
gradients required for MLE or VAML, we require to
which are presented in the supplementary material.
estimate certain expectations (and covariance matrices). This can be challenging too. On the positive side,
Z
D
E
∗
∗
>
sup Pz − P̂z , V
=B
(P − P̂)(dy|z)φ (y) . however, these computations, have been the subject of
X
Vθ ∈FB
2 many years of research; and there are already many
methods, exact or approximate, to evaluate this general
family of probability distributions, e.g., various Monte
Denote CovX 0 ∼P̂w (·|Xi ,Ai ) (φ(X 0 ), φ0 (X 0 |Xi , Ai )) as
0
0
0
Carlo estimates or variational methods [MacKay, 2003;
the cross-covariance between φ(X ) and φ (X |Xi , Ai )
Goodfellow et al., 2016]. Moreover, we may not really
w.r.t. the probability distribution P̂w (·|Xi , Ai ).
need to have a very accurate estimate of the gradients
Theorem 1. Consider the parameterization (11) of
in VAML or MLE in order to minimize the cost functhe estimated probability transition kernel P̂w , and the
tion. It might be enough to only have a few samples
value function space F = FB . The gradient of c22,n (P̂w )
from the learned distribution to estimate the “direcw.r.t. the parameter w is
tion” of the gradient correctly. This is one of the ideas
behind Contrastive Divergence [Carreira-Perpinan and
2
∇w c2,n (P̂w ) =
Hinton, 2005], which we can use for VAML too.
n
i>
2B 2 X h
0
0
E 0
[φ(X )] − φ(Xi ) ·
n i=1 X ∼P̂w (·|Xi ,Ai )
3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF
CovX 0 ∼P̂w (·|Xi ,Ai ) (φ(X 0 ), φ0 (X 0 |Xi , Ai )) .
The loss function has two main terms. The first term
computes the difference between the empirical average
of the value function features φ(Xi0 ) and its expectation EX 0 ∼P̂w (·|Xi ,Ai ) [φ(X 0 )] according to the model
with parameter w. So this term encourages finding
a model that “matches” according to the features φ
of the value function space F. The other term is the
cross-covariance between the features φ of the value
function and the features φ0 of the model. This term
might be seen as a weighting term for the first one.
It is instructive to compare this gradient with the
gradient of the negative log-loss (1) with the same

VAML
We provide a finite sample error upper bound showing that VAML is indeed a sound algorithm in the
sense that the minimizer P̂ of the empirical loss c22,n ,
if attained, has a small error (7), given enough data
points n and under standard capacity condition on the
function spaces M. The result of this section is not
limited to exponential models of M.
Consider a family of probability distributions M0
and a pseudo-norm J : M0 → [0, ∞). Let the
set M used by VAML be a subset M = MB =
{ P ∈ M0 : J(P) ≤ B } for some B > 0. We can think
of J of a measure of complexity of functions in M0 , so
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M would be a ball with a fixed radius B w.r.t. J. If
M0 is defined based on an RKHS, we can think of J
as the inner product norm of the RKHS. We have the
following assumptions on the metric entropy (logarithm
of the covering number) of M.
Assumption A1 (Capacity of Function Space)
For B > 0, let M = MB = { P ∈ M0 : J(P) ≤ B }.
There exist constants C > 0 and 0 < α < 1 such that
for any u, B > 0 and all sequence z1 , . . . , zn ∈ Z, the
following metric entropy condition is satisfied:

log N (u, MB , L2 (Pz1:n )) ≤ C

B
u

2α
.

Metric entropy of MB is a measure of the size of MB ,
and roughly speaking, it is the logarithm of the minimum number of balls with radius u that are required
to completely cover MB . In general, it is more difficult
to estimate a function when the metric entropy grows
fast when u decreases. Here L2 (Pz1:n ) is the L2 -norm
defined w.r.t. the empirical measure (cf. e.g., Section
9.3 of [Györfi et al., 2002]; ). For many examples of
the metric entropy results, refer to [van de Geer, 2000;
Györfi et al., 2002; Giné and Nickl, 2015]. After stating
this assumption, we are ready to state the theorem.
Theorem 2. Given a dataset Dn = {(Xi , Ai , Xi0 )}ni=1
with independent and identically distributed samples
(Xi , Ai ) ∼ ν, with Xi0 ∼ P ∗ (·|Xi , Ai ), let P̂ be
the minimizer of the VAML algorithm, i.e., P̂ ←
argminP∈M c22,n (P̂), with the previously specified choice
of value function space F. Let Assumption A1 hold.
Furthermore, assume that supx∈X kφ(x)k∞ ≤ 1 and
supx∈X kφ(x)k2 ≤ 1. Fix δ > 0. There exists a constant c > 0 such that

E sup (P̂Z − PZ∗ )V
V ∈F

2





2
≤ inf E sup |(PZ − PZ∗ )V | +
P∈M

V ∈F

r
c(1 + B α )p

log(p/δ)
16 log(4/δ)
+
,
n
3n

with probability at least 1 − δ.
This upper bound shows the usual model (or function)
approximation error (first term) and the estimation
error (second and third terms). The dominant term
in the estimation error behaves O(n−1/2 ), which is
the usual behaviour of the supremum of the empirical
process for models that are not very large. The size of
the function space M, specified by B in Assumption A1,
appears in the bound. We also see the effect of size
of φ vector, specifying the value function space F,
appears linearly. We believe that this dependence on p
is suboptimal, and can be improved further.
Maybe more interesting is the effect of the model
approximation error. The bound shows that the

error of the estimated P̂ is comparable to the error of theh best choice in the model
class M, i.e.,
i
2
∗
inf P∈M E supV ∈F |(PZ − PZ )V | . This is reassuring
since VAML was motivated by the fact that the important
model P̂ should be that
D property of an estimated
E
∗
P̂(·|z) − P (·|z) , V
is small only for V ∈ F that
might be encountered by the algorithm, and not necessarily for all possible value functions, which cannot
even be represented by the value-based algorithm.
One could obtain faster estimation error (i.e., O(n−1 ))
by studying the modulus of the continuity of the empirical process instead of the supremum of the empirical
process, as we do here. We decided not to provide such
a result because of two reasons. The first is that faster
rates require increasing the constant in front of the approximation error (it would not be 1 anymore). In the
regime that we have an approximation error (P ∗ ∈
/ M),
which is the regime that can make VAML superior to
MLE, this would lead to asymptotically worse results.
The other reason is to simplify the proofs and making
them more accessible. The proofs can be found in the
same section of the supplementary material.
A few other short remarks are in order. The first is that
this is a statistical guarantee, and is valid under the
condition that minP∈M c22,n (P̂) is indeed attained. We
have not shown that this minimum can be achieved by
following the gradient of Theorem 1, especially since the
VAML’s objective is not necessarily convex. Another
remark is that we do not analyze the effect of the model
estimation error on the quality of the policy obtained by
Planner(P̂). Ávila Pires and Szepesvári [2016] provide
such a policy error bound.

4

EMPIRICAL STUDIES

In this section, we empirically study the performance
of VAML and MLE-based estimators when they are
used within a complete model-based RL algorithm. We
provide several others experiments designed to better
understand various aspects of VAML and MLE better
in the supplementary material.
We consider a finite MDP. We choose several partitionbased (i.e., aggregation) model space M to which the
true model P ∗ does not belong. Also we consider a
partition-based value function space F |A| . When the
resolution of the partitioning is lower than the number of states, the optimal value function Q∗ might be
outside F |A| . We use the approximate value iteration
as Planner. That is, given a model P̂, which is chosen to be either the true model P ∗ of the MDP or
the estimated models PVAML or PMLE , we repeatedly
apply
Q̂k+1 ← ΠF |A| (T̂P̂∗ Q̂k )
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to obtain an approximation Q̂∗P ∗ /PVAML /PMLE to Q∗ , the
true optimal action-value function. Here ΠF |A| is the
orthogonal projection onto F |A| , hence the “approximate” part of AVI. We obtain Q∗ (and hence V ∗ ) using
exact VI with P ∗ . Note that Q̂∗ = Q̂∗P ∗ is only an approximation to Q∗ because Q̂∗ is obtained by AVI, so it
is forced to be within F |A| , but Q∗ in general may not
belong to F |A| . The approximations V̂P∗∗ /PVAML /PMLE
are defined similarly.
After obtaining the various approximations of the optimal value function, we compute their corresponding
greedy policies πMLE/VAML ← Planner(PMLE /PVAML ).
In particular, we are interested in V πMLE and V πVAML ,
the true value function of the policies obtained by the
estimated models.
We use two criteria to evaluate the quality of the estimated models. The first is that how close V̂P∗VAML /PMLE
is to V̂P∗∗ . We use the L2 -norm of these distances,
i.e., kV̂P∗∗ − V̂P∗VAML /PMLE k2 . By comparing to V̂P∗∗ , instead of V ∗ , we separate the error caused by the choice
of model space and the model estimation procedure
(MLE or VAML), which is our main object of study,
from the error caused by the choice of value function
space F |A| . The second criterion is the performance
loss of the obtained
Ppolicies compared to the optimal policy, that is, x∈X [V ∗ (x) − V πMLE/VAML (x)] =
kV ∗ − V πMLE/VAML k1 , where πPVAML = π̂(·; Q̂∗PVAML )
and πPMLE = π̂(·; Q̂∗PMLE ), the greedy policies w.r.t.
Q̂∗PVAML and Q̂∗PMLE . Because of the value function
and model approximation errors, the performance loss
might be non-zero. But it is possible that even though
Q̂PVAML /PMLE 6= Q∗ , the greedy policy is still an optimal
policy, as we shortly see. This is due to the action-gap
phenomenon [Farahmand, 2011].
Let us define the parameters of the problem more concretely. We choose a finite state random-walk MDP
with |X | = 25, A = {left, right}, and γ = 0.9. The
choice of a = “right” moves the agent to one of the four
right-side states with equal probability (with a total
probability of 0.7), does not move it (with probability of
0.2), and moves it to the left-side state (with probability
of 0.1). The opposite holds for a = “left”. The boundaries are not connected, and the behaviour changes
accordingly. The value function space F is defined
based on partitioning
state space X to M subsets.
n of the
o
PM
So we have F = x 7→ j=1 vj I{x ∈ Jj } : v ∈ RM .
The action-value function space F |A| is simply |A| = 2
copies of F. We change M in our experiments.
The model space, used by both VAML and MLE, is
an exponential family defined based on N partitions,
cf. (11). The features φ0 are defined so that each of
them is an indicator function of whether given a stateaction pair (x, a), the next-state x0 would be in one of

the N partitions or not. More precisely,
n
M = P̂w (x0 |x, a) : φ0i,k,l (x0 |x, a) = I{x0 ∈ Ii , x = k, a = l},
i = 1, . . . , N, k = 1, . . . , |X |, l = 1, . . . , |A|,
o
w ∈ RN |X ||A| .

Note that the partitioning is only on the next-state
x0 , and not the current state x. We change N in
our experiments. A small detail is that because the
state space is finite and partitions {Ii } and {Jj } have
integer-valued lengths, the lengths of all of them are
not exactly |X |/M (or |X |/N ). A state x belongs to
x
Jj with j = b M
c, and similarly for Ii s.
We use gradient descent to optimize the loss functions
for both VAML and MLE. In particular, we use ADAM
by Kingma and Ba [2015] with the choice of β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, α = 0.25, and ε = 10−8 in their notations.
We followed ADAM for 1000 iterations.
Figure 1 present the results of the experiments for
M = 11 (more results in the supplementary material).
The bold curves in each figure show the results when P ∗
is given as the input to VAML or MLE (so c22,ν (P̂, P ∗ )
of (7) is minimized instead of c22,νn (P̂, Pn ) of (9); and
similarly for MLE), while the dashed curves are for
when samples (i.e., empirical measure Pn ) are used
for minimization. For the empirical measure, for each
choice of a, we draw 100 states Xi uniformly from X ,
and then draw 25 samples from the next state according
to P(·|Xi , a). So in total, we have 2 × 100 × 25 = 5000
samples. Studying the behaviour of the algorithms
under both the true distribution and the empirical
distribution allows us to separate the errors due to
model approximation error and the estimation error.
The left-side figures show the value function estimation
error kV̂P∗∗ − V̂P∗VAML /PMLE k2 . We observe that as the
number of partitions N for the model space increases,
the error decreases too. The errors for the VAML
model for most N s are smaller than MLE’s, sometimes
significantly.
A curious observation is that when N is an integer multiply of M , the number of partitions in the representation
of F, the error of MLE becomes very small—sometimes
even slightly smaller than VAML’s (when N = 11, 22 in
Figure 1). This is aligned with our theoretical analysis
in Section 5 of the supplementary material. We observe
a similar smallness of errors in the neighbourhood of
those integer multiplies because the structure of the
partition would be similar to the aforementioned case.
When empirical data is used, the difference between
VAML and MLE become less significant since the estimation error dominates the model approximation error.
We also note that kV̂P∗∗ − V ∗ k2 = 1.40 for M = 11.
The right-side figures show the performance loss kV ∗ −
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Figure 1: The effect of the number of partitions N of P̂ on MLE and VAML when F |A| has M = 11 partitions.
The left figure shows the value function approximation error. The right figure shows the performance loss of
using the obtained greedy policies. The dashed curves correspond to the empirical model. The error bars depict
one standard error with the number of independent runs equal 20.
V πMLE/VAML k1 for both cases. If the performance loss
of a policy is zero, it means that it is optimal. As
a baseline, the green line shows the performance loss
of the greedy policy w.r.t. Q̂∗P ∗ . For M = 11, the
performance loss is 0.277. It is quite possible that
even though there is a significant value function error,
due the action-gap phenomenon, the greedy policy is
behaving close to optimal or the best value function
in the class. That is why we observe that in case
of M = 11, the performance of πPVAML and πPMLE is
as good as good as π̂(·; Q̂∗P ∗ ) after N = 4 for VAML
and N = 5 for MLE. It is curious to note that the
performance loss of MLE is sometimes slightly better
than that of π̂(·; Q̂∗P ∗ ), particularly at those values of
N when kV̂P∗∗ − V̂P∗MLE k2 is larger. This basically means
that wronger models happened to make better policies.
We do not believe this is a general pattern beyond this
particular problem, but further investigation might be
interesting.

5

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
WORK

We presented a loss function to learn the probability
transition model to be used by a model-based reinforcement learning algorithm. In contrast with the
conventional approaches, we take some aspects of the
decision problem, particularly the knowledge about the
value function approximator, into account.
There are several methods for learning the transition
probability kernel or quantities related to it. Methods

such as [Ormoneit and Sen, 2002; Barreto et al., 2011]
implicitly learn the transition model, but they do not
benefit from the structure of the value function. Some
other methods estimate auxiliary operators that are
semantically different from P (e.g., they are not probability kernels), but can be used to compute the effect
of Bellman operator on a value function [Grünewälder
et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2014; Lever et al., 2016]. Comparing VAML, which learns a generative model, and
these other approaches is an interesting question.
We empirically studied the behaviour of VAML and
MLE when they are used within a model-based RL
algorithm. The results showed that minimizing the
loss suggested by VAML translates into having a better
value function approximation error, as well as smaller
performance loss when the learned model is used for
planning. We also studied model approximation properties of VAML vs. MLE through some examples in
the supplementary material.
We would like to mention that exponential family is not
the only class of probability distributions for modeling
of the environment. Another possibility, which deserves
further study, is the adoption of the generative adversarial network to VAML’s loss function [Goodfellow
et al., 2014]. Finally, incorporating the structure of
policy space into model learning is another interesting
research topic along the research program of this work.
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